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Evirkx ispresantsdfbrstable*pole defitwtintineutiw& n&i
bouodedby Z = 54.58 end N = 85-92. To either sideOf* %irmmmtive
paritybamisbuilton morevibrational@pa ootipole modesare obmrvedk
laBa -d ~~Nde The ]wgesc sable octupole de~=ti= @a - U ~
foundin l“BaM. ma tireti~ predictedqoensbin~@a -0 ~ s~b~~
octupobadoforxnationat highr. spies is found in %a. There is good
ngrcementbetweenrheoryendexperimentfar~ sUon&_@@*c
dipolemomentaasa fimctionof mass for’- Ba. IUodd.AlaBa -d ~d”
Z.““k wo obsarveparitydoublets,t.wopsdrsofpoaitiveandnegatia~tity
bandswith oppositespins. k “% a stton~mupled gro~d b~ with
symmecrieshape eoexisrawith the asymmetricOaUPole sbo W*~
stabilize. above about spin 19/2’. In “6”147~ a STIOngredudon ~ E2
strength around 26/2&ombandcrossiJ@ ohserwd. Theieotopo1%0 was

i&mti6adandEnew rogioa of stibla omupoiedekmation is idadified in
w,z~e ~n=d aromd N = 64.66 x eedkm predktad. This is tka fist
casa ofsdie ocmpolo deformationinvoking onlyonePair~ orbi~s-

1 Introduction

Studies of the Spontaneous tision (Sm of haw el-ent@ me
3s2Cf,ad Z@Cm,~th ~=e detec~r ~rayg me ~amm~here and Eurogam

are providing a wealth of new insight into the changing structures of
neutromrich nuclei [1]. One important discovery was that of stable

oetupole deformation centered around Z = 56,!58, N =88 in 1w140Ba[ref. 2]
and ‘*Cc [ref. ~j associated Mti the vfq~.vita~and tie ZdIV@hLI=orbits-
With much larger deketor armys, that evidence has been extended to
higher spins and to 14@1aBaand likewise found in odd-A ‘~Ba [refs. 1,4,5,6]

and ‘*[&’La [refk 7,8]. These new. data [1,41 also provided the first

evidence for the theoretical prediction [9] of the vanishing of stable cxxupole
deformation at higher spirL

$%aticoctupole deformation may be induced in m.dei where the Fermi
level lies between single particle orbitals of the type )N,L,j) and IN+ 1, L
+ 3, j +3} (e. g., p~n.g~R, &2.hlln, f7n-i[3n, etc.), be~~e Such Orbi* COUP~C
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strongly throu@ the octupole potential term Yw ‘[1O,11]. Calculations
indicate that stable octupole effects (enhanced E 1 transitions between
bands) may be obscxwed in nuclei with Z and N around (34), 56,36,134. It
was thought that octupole coupling for both protons and neutrons in a
nucleus was needed to give suftlcient enhancement to produce observable
stable octupcde effects. This is the case in the 13a-Ceand Rn regions. The
occurrence of stable octupole deformation in N = 64-66 nuclei also has been
predicted by Cattle [12]. RecentIy, evidence for stile octupole deformation
was fud in I%oeE and the newly discovered ‘Woo, [ref. 13] based only
on one nucleon pair of orbitals for the &st time. More vibrational-like
octupoIe structures are observed in W& (6,14, 16) and 1sa1s4Nd[16].

2 Stable Cktupole Deformation in ‘4&’4*BaNuclei

With Gammasphere (1993 ‘Vd(l!fSF data) new high spin states were

obsemed in l“’i%a, and the first evidence for octupole deformation in an
ocld-A nucleus was reported in N = 87, *aBa [ref. 1,4]. Figure 1 gives our
extended 140”1%alevel schemes extracted from our 1995 Gammasphere
data [5,6, 151. These Iavel schemes are very similar to those simukneously
extracted fiorn Eurogam U in SF of **Cm [refs. 14, 17]. The only
signitkmt di.ffe~ence in level assignments is in the 641-722 keV cascade
into the 3153.2 keV 11“level in ‘%a where we assign this ~de to the
negative parity band [5] and Urban et al, [14] assign the 641.0 as an El
crossing transition with the 722piacedin the yrast cascade with ody a
dashed yrast transition to connect the 3794,0 keV level to the 10* levei.

Important contributions of Urban et al [14] and Jones et al [17J were the
establishment of the spins and parities of the levels” assigned earlier on
systematic in the even- and odd-ABa isotopes from directional correlation
and polarization measurernen~.

A striking feature seen in Fig. 1 is the intertwined El transitions

between the positive and negative parity ban& to quite high spin in l-a
but not continuing in ‘@Ba These El transitions are strongly enhanced in
‘e”%a B(E1) - 1x 10s W.U.to give evidence for stable octupole deformation
but are reduced by a factor of 10-100 in ldeBa. This drop in El strength in
‘*Ba was first noted by Phillips et al [2]. In Fig. 2 the intrinsic electric
dipole moments, DO,extractedfrom the B(E1) values are given averaged for
high I> 8Rand low spin s~te I c 7h data. DOare reported in refs. [1,4] and
here for ‘@F*+’[@BS, and in ref. [14] and here for ‘%a. In ‘**L4433a,De is
significantly larger for the higher spin data to show an enhancement or the
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stable octupole deformation with rotition, while for ‘@Ba the reverse occurs
with a sharp decrease and then undetectable)31 transition strength above

spin 10’ to in&ate a vanishing of & at higher spins [1,4,5]. The l%a D.
for high spins is similar to those of ‘42W3a to indicate the stable octupolc

deformation is again stabilized there.

The Da calcukm-ions of ButIer and Nazarewicz [18] in the shell
correction method based on the reflection asymmetric Woods-Saxon model
nicely reproduce the data (Fig. 2) while the Interacting Boson Modei carmot
[19]. The 13ein‘aBais dramatically reducedbecauseof the very smail shelI

comction term (=cellation between pmtnnand neutron contrhtim m

DOd=~5and the negligible macroscopic contribution D.- (cancellation
between the reorientation term and the neutron-skin term).

In the momenta of inertia for ‘a-l%a (l?ig. 3), one sees in 1@13aa
sudden sharp increase (lmckbend) above 10’ that is not seen in I=114&l%a
where only smooth upbends are seen. Cranked shell model calctdatians for
the Ba.Ce nuclei indicate that around N = 88 at intermediate spin.. the
stable octupole deformation increases and the octupole minima are much

better separated (see Fig. 4) [9J. However, at higher spin and rotational

frequency the octupole deformation is predicted to disappear as seen in Fig.

4. A shape transition towards ~3 = O is expected in ‘=Ba at frequencies

above0.3MeV after the alignment of uila=and zhlln pairs [9]. The new
data for I’sBa show the ground band is crossed above 10+(Fig. 3), and no
intertwined connecting transitions are seen above 10-, These data [1,4,5]
provided the first evidence for the theoretical prediction of the vanishing

of PS above % = 0.3 MeV [9]. However, in %a, where there is no
backbend in J,, the new data to 16”indicateno reduction in the El strength
for these higher spins compared to the lower spin states. Indeed, the
average D. values are larger for the higher spin states than for the lower
spin states (Fig. 2), to indicate rotation enhances the stable octupole
deformation in ‘aBa in agreement with theory. . .

In odd-Anuclei with stable octupole deformationreflectionasymmr.&y
occurs, and the level patterns are similar to rotational bands in reilectiom
asymmetricmolecules including two pairs of parity doubIets with the sam e
spins but opposite parities in each doublet, the simplexs = i and -i doublets
with each intertwined by enhanced E 1 transitions [20]. The first two E 1
intertwined opposite parity bands were obsened in l@Ba (1,4) (Fig. 5) and
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